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Dear Student 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Welcome to the PUB3702 module. We shall do our best to make your study of this module 

interesting and rewarding. You will be well on your way to success if you start studying early in 

the year and resolve to do your assignments properly. 

This tutorial letter contains important information that will assist you in your studies. Please read 

through it carefully and keep it at hand when working through the study material, preparing the 

assignments, preparing for the examination and addressing questions to your lecturers. 

Students must be registered for a myLife email address and must be able to access myUnisa to 

be able to access their study material, submit assignments, gain access to the Library information 

and various learning resources, download study material, communicate to their lecturers and 

fellow students about their studies and the challenges they encounter, and participate in online 

discussion forums. Please consult with the Study @ Unisa publication for more information on 

the activation of your myLife email address as well as obtaining access to the myUnisa module 

site. 

Limited study material will be posted to students. All the information needed to be successful in 

this module is available on myUnisa. This tutorial letter is the only tutorial letter made 

available in printed form. Please note that a printed study guide will be supplied to you. 

However, all the study material will also be available on myUnisa. In the online environment you 

will be guided through the content by working through the study material on myUnisa. You need 

to visit the websites on myUnisa for PUB3702 frequently.  

NOTE: Because this is a fully online module, you need to go online to see your study materials 

and read what to do for the module. Go to the website here: https://my.unisa.ac.za and login with 

your student number and password.  

In addition, you will receive this tutorial letter and a printed copy of the online study materials 

from your module. While these printed materials may appear to be different from the online study 

materials, they are exactly the same and have been copied from the online myUnisa website. 

We wish you success on your teaching and learning journey. 

 

Module leader: Prof E.J van der Westhuizen 

 

 

 

https://my.unisa.ac.za/
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2. OVERVIEW OF THE MODULE: PUB3702 

This section deals with the purpose and outcomes of the module. 

2.1 Purpose 

The main purpose for this module is to make available to you comprehensive, systematic, 

organised and clear knowledge in the field of public human resource management so that you 

will be able to prepare yourself for related tasks in the public sector and elsewhere by means of 

self-study, case studies, learning activities, assignments, examinations and any other research 

activities. 

In addition, the module is intended to help public managers increase their ability to respond 

creatively to the public decision making challenges of the new millennium. We hope that the 

module content will work at the following four levels: 

 Personal level: to help you to develop a more creative attitude within yourself and encourage 

a more investigative mind in those around you. 

 Governmental level: to provide a broad range of problem solving methods to assist 

imaginative and effective thinking on a more holistic level. 

 A public sector (institutional) level: to explore a wide range of perspectives designed to 

help you to solve the challenging operational issues in the public administration field. 

 The departmental level: to facilitate a practical approach that will equip you with the ability 

to manage key public administration decisions made within your department. 

 

2.2 Outcomes 

To ensure that all exit level outcomes are assessed during the academic year, the following 

assessment interventions (assignments and examination) will be used by lecturers (see 

assessment matrix below). 

LEARNING 
OUTCOME 

1 

ASSESSMENT CRITERIA FOR 
LEARNING OUTCOME 1 

ASSESSMENT 
METHOD 

LEARNING 
SKILLS 
REQUIRED 

Define, analyse and describe the concept 
of human resource management in a public 
sector context 

Examination/ 
compulsory 
assignments 

Mastering of 
subject matter 

Identify and describe the various main 
activities/characteristics of public human 
resource management 

Examination/ 
compulsory 
assignments 

Observing and 
recall of 
information 

Demonstrate that public human resource 
management has a management 
perspective 

Examination/ 
compulsory 
assignments 

Interpreting 
converting and 
evaluating text 

Explain that human resource management 
takes place in the public sector and 
therefore has a “public” dimension that 

Examination/ 
compulsory 
assignments 

Understanding 
public sector as 
a system within 
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LEARNING 
OUTCOME 

1 

ASSESSMENT CRITERIA FOR 
LEARNING OUTCOME 1 

ASSESSMENT 
METHOD 

LEARNING 
SKILLS 
REQUIRED 

requires unique skills and competencies a wider context 

Describe the key role of resources in the 
public sector to guide the human resource 
management function optimally 

Examination/ 
compulsory 
assignments 

Relating 
knowledge 
from several 
areas 

Demonstrate that public sector human 
resource management is a strategic 
tripartite division of responsibilities 
between the executive political managers, 
line function employees and human 
resource specialists 

Examination/ 
compulsory 
assignments 

Identifying of 
components of 
knowledge 

Outline the scope of the integrated public 
human resource management process 
that mainly comprises four activities, 
namely key functions and practices, 
management tasks, additional 
management skills and specific outcomes 

Examination/ 
compulsory 
assignments 

Translating 
knowledge into 
a new context 

Give a concise summary of the 
characteristics of the contemporary public 
human resource milieu  

Examination/ 
compulsory 
assignments 

Generalising 
from given 
facts 

Describe and explain the external factors 
at macro level that may influence public 
human resource management 

Examination/ 
compulsory 
assignments 

Understanding 
the public 
sector as a 
system within a 
wider context 

Explain what variables at micro level 
should be taken into account for the 
successful  performance of the public 
human resource function 

Examination/ 
compulsory 
assignments 

Understanding 
the public 
sector as a 
system within a 
wider context 

 

LEARNING 

OUTCOME 

2 

ASSESSMENT CRITERIA FOR 

LEARNING OUTCOME 2 

ASSESSMEN

T METHOD 

LEARNING 

SKILLS 

REQUIRED 

Explain the concept of workforce planning Examination/ 
compulsory 
assignments 

Analysis and 
synthesis of 
information 

Discuss the workforce planning process Examination/ 
compulsory 
assignments 

Understanding 
of the public 
sector 
institution as an 
entity operating 
within a wider 
context 

Define the concept talent management Examination/ 
compulsory 

Effective 
information 
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LEARNING 

OUTCOME 

2 

ASSESSMENT CRITERIA FOR 

LEARNING OUTCOME 2 

ASSESSMEN

T METHOD 

LEARNING 

SKILLS 

REQUIRED 

human resources 
for the public sector 

 

assignments retrieval 

Describe the various sources of 
recruitment in the public sector 

Examination/ 
compulsory 
assignments 

Efficient 
information 
gathering 

Describe and explain the objectives of 
recruitment in the public sector and 
elaborate on the formulation of a 
recruitment policy and procedures 

Examination/ 
compulsory 
assignments 

Effective 
information 
retrieval 

Discuss the various internal and external 
factors that influence recruitment in the 
public sector 

Examination/ 
compulsory 
assignments 

Effective 
information 
retrieval 

Describe the different recruitment methods 
that should be used by a public human 
resource manager 

Examination/ 
compulsory 
assignments 

Effective 
information 
retrieval 

Describe and explain the different kinds of 
discrimination that may occur during the 
recruitment process in the public sector 
and the legal provisions in place to prevent 
discrimination 

Examination/ 
compulsory 
assignments 

Ability to deal 
with concrete 
problems 

Mention and analyse the 13 steps in the 
recruitment process  

Examination/ 
compulsory 
assignments 

Ability to deal 
with concrete 
problems 

List the objectives of selection and 
appointment in the public sector and 
elaborate on the composition of a selection 
policy and procedures 

Examination/ 
compulsory 
assignments 

Understanding 
of selected 
principles of the 
discipline 

Identify the five phases of the selection 
process and analyse and make a summary 
of the steps that should be taken during 
each of these phases 

  

Examination/ 
compulsory 
assignments 

Understanding 
of selected 
principles of the 
discipline 

Discuss the methods of collecting 
information for selection and appointment 
purposes in the public sector 

Examination/ 
compulsory 
assignments 

Effective 
retrieval of 
information and 
processing 
skills 

Describe interviewing in the public sector 
with specific reference to planning, 
preparing for the interview and following 
certain guidelines for professional 
interviewing 

Examination/ 
compulsory 
assignments 

Effective 
selection and 
application of 
procedures 

Describe the four steps that the public 
human resource manager has to take into 
account when appointing a successful 
candidate 

Examination/ 
compulsory 
assignments 

Effective 
selection and 
application of 
procedures 
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LEARNING 

OUTCOME 

3 

ASSESSMENT CRITERIA FOR 

LEARNING OUTCOME 3 

ASSESSMEN

T METHOD 

LEARNING 

SKILLS 

REQUIRED 

Describe why traditional tuition is no longer 
suitable for preparing public officials in an 
ever-changing work environment 

Examination/ 

compulsory 

assignments 

Applying of a 
solution in an 
operating 
context 

Distinguish between the eight elements of 
education, training and learning and 
explain what is understood by each one of 
these elements 

Examination/ 

compulsory 

assignments 

Applying of a 
solution in an 
operating 
context 

Explain what is meant by the concepts 
“learner centredness,” “lifelong learning” 
and “learning outcomes” 

Examination/ 

compulsory 

assignments 

Fundamental 
knowledge of a 
particular area 
of the field of 
study 

Analyse the philosophy and practice of 
“learning experience,” “learning 
assessment” and “distance education” 

Examination/ 

compulsory 

assignments 

Ability to 
interpret text 

Explain how “E-learning: and “social media 
has become a key part of communication 
in the corporate world, including the public 
sector.  

Examination/ 

compulsory 

assignments 

Fundamental 
knowledge of a 
particular area 
of the field of 
study 

Write an essay on the requirements for the 
education, training and learning of public 
officials 

Examination/ 

compulsory 

assignments 

Fundamental 
knowledge of a 
particular area 
of the field of 
study 

Analyse the model for systematic learning 
in the public sector by concentrating on the 
phases of competency modelling, the 
learning phase and assessment 

Examination/ 
compulsory 
assignments 

Understanding 
of key models 

Describe the phase for the evaluation of 
learning in the public sector by 
concentrating on aspects such as reaction, 
learning, changes in behaviour and results 

Examination/ 
compulsory 
assignments 

Understanding 
of a range of 
techniques and 
apply in area of 
specialisation 

Write an essay on the education training 

and learning of specific groups in the 

public sector, for example, newcomers 

Examination/ 
compulsory 
assignments 

Presenting 
professional 
work effectively 

 

LEARNING 

OUTCOME 

4 

ASSESSMENT CRITERIA FOR 

LEARNING OUTCOME 3 

ASSESSMENT 

METHOD 

LEARNING 

SKILLS 

REQUIRED 

Describe and explain the concept of Examination/ 

compulsory 
Understanding 
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LEARNING 

OUTCOME 

4 

ASSESSMENT CRITERIA FOR 

LEARNING OUTCOME 3 

ASSESSMENT 

METHOD 

LEARNING 

SKILLS 

REQUIRED 

demonstrate a 
fundamental 
knowledge of 
compensation in the 
public sector which 
is used to reward 
outstanding efforts 
in achieving 
institutional goals 
and aimed at 
improving the 
quality of life of 
employees in the 
public workplace 

 

compensation and the objectives for 
compensation 

assignments of key 
concepts 

Write explanatory notes on determining a 
compensation policy for the public sector  

Examination/ 

compulsory 

assignments 

Applying of 
essential 
policies 

Explain the factors that can influence the 
design of a compensation system 

Examination/ 

compulsory 

assignments 

Understanding 
of the 
institution 
within a wider 
context 

Elaborate on the reasons for incentive 
schemes 

Examination/ 

compulsory 

assignments 

Understanding 
the reasons 
for incentive 
schemes 
within the 
institution 

Examine the rationale for the different 
types of benefits that can be 

provided to public employees 

Examination/ 

compulsory 

assignments  

Appreciating 
the different 
types of 
benefits one 
can include in 
the 
compensation 
system  

Provide details on the inclusive 
compensation package of the 

senior management service (SMS) in 
terms of the various benefit 

arrangement strategies 

Examination/ 

compulsory 

assignments 

Valuing the 
various benefit 
arrangements 
of the SMS 
system to 
implement 
strategies 

Discuss the different elements to take into 
account when developing a compensation 
system in the public sector 

Examination/ 
compulsory 
assignments 

Applying 
essential 
methods in the 
compensation 
of public 
employees 

 

 

3. LECTURER AND CONTACT DETAILS 

All queries that are not of a purely administrative nature but are about the content of this module 

should be directed to us. 
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3.1 Lecturer 

The contact details of the lecturer for this module are as follows: 

 

The Primary Lecturer for this module is Prof EJ van der Westhuizen 

 

Department of Public Administration and Management 

Telephone: 012 429 6246 

Email: vdwesej@unisa.ac.za  

 

LECTURER AVAILABILITY 

 

The lecturer for this module will be available to take phone calls on academic matters and/or to 

attend to students who may prefer to visit personally for academic engagement. However, the days 

and times of lecturer’s availability will be communicated in the module page on myUnisa. These 

days and times are subject to change from time to time in order to accommodate the lecturer’s work 

schedule and other commitments. The changes on the days and times will be communicated by the 

lecturer in advance through the announcement option on myUnisa as and when this happen. 

Students are advised to check the module page on myUnisa before making phone calls or visiting 

the lecturer’s office for academic enquiries/engagements.  

 

3.2 Department 

The Department of Public Administration and Management can be contacted as follows: 

Secretaries: Tel.: (012) 429 6595/ +27 12 429 6595 or (012) 429 6822/ +27 12 429 6822 

Departmental webpage: http://www.unisa.ac.za/cems/pam  

 

mailto:vdwesej@unisa.ac.za
http://www.unisa.ac.za/cems/pam
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VERY IMPORTANT NOTE:
 

 

Make certain you provide the module code in all your correspondence with staff members 

in the Department. 

 

3.3 University 

To contact the University, you should follow the instructions in the Study @ Unisa brochure. 

Remember to have your student number available when you contact the University. 

The first point of contact for any enquiries about administrative support should be directed to the 

contacts points listed below: 

DESCRIPTION OF ENQUIRY SMS NUMBER E-MAIL ADDRESS 

Applications and registrations 43578 study-info@unisa.ac.za 

Assignments 43584 assign@unisa.ac.za 

Examinations 43584 exam@unisa.ac.za  

Study material 43579 despatch@unisa.ac.za  

Student accounts 31954 finan@unisa.ac.za  

myUnisa 43582 myUnisaHelp@unisa.ac.za  

myLife e-mail 43582 myLifeHelp@unisa.ac.za  

Book request (Library) AirPAC vospresc@unisa.ac.za  

F1 concessions  f1concessions@unisa.ac.za  

 

4. MODULE-RELATED RESOURCES 

There are different module-related resources for this module.  

 

Joining myUnisa 

If you have access to a computer that is linked to the internet, you can quickly access resources 

and information at the University. The myUnisa learning management system is Unisa's online 

campus that will help you to communicate with your lecturers, with other students and with the 

mailto:exam@unisa.ac.za
mailto:despatch@unisa.ac.za
mailto:finan@unisa.ac.za
mailto:myUnisaHelp@unisa.ac.za
mailto:myLifeHelp@unisa.ac.za
mailto:vospresc@unisa.ac.za
mailto:f1concessions@unisa.ac.za
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administrative departments of Unisa – all through the computer and the internet. 

You can start at the main Unisa website, http://www.unisa.ac.za, and then click on the myUnisa 

orange block. This will take you to the myUnisa website. To go to the myUnisa website directly, 

go to http://www.unisa.ac.za.  When you are on the myUnisa website, click on the “Claim Unisa 

Login” at the right-hand side of the screen. You will then be prompted to give your student number 

to claim your initial myUnisa as well as myLife login details. 

Please consult the publication Study @ Unisa which you received with your study material for 

more information on myUnisa. 

 

Other resources – Printed support materials 

Because we want you to be successful in this online module, we also provide you with some of 

the study materials in printed format. This will allow you to read the study materials, even if you 

are not online. 

 These printed study materials will be sent to you at the beginning of the year, but you do not 

have to wait to receive them to start studying – You can go online as soon as you register 

and all your study materials will be there. The Department of Despatch should supply you 

with the tutorial letters and study guide. 

Note: Some of this study material may not be available when you register. Study material 

that is not available when you register will be posted to you as soon as possible. When you 

register, you will also receive an inventory letter containing information about your study 

material . See also the booklet entitled Study @ Unisa (which you received with your tutorial 

matter). 

 The printed materials are not something that you need to wait for before you start with the 

module. It is only an offline copy of the formal content for the online module. 

 This will give you the chance to do a lot of the studying of this module WITHOUT having to 

go to the internet or to an internet cafe. This will save you money, of course, and you will be 

able to take as much time as you need to read -- and to re-read -- the materials and do the 

activities.  

It is therefore very important that you log into myUnisa regularly. We recommend that you should 

do this at least every week or every 10 days to check for the following: 

 Check for new Announcements. You can also set up your myLife email so that you receive 

the Announcement emails on your cell phone. 

 Do the Discussion forum activities. For every unit in this module, we want you to share 

your ideas and activities with other people in your group. You can read the instructions here 

and even prepare your answers but you need to go online to post your messages. 

 Do other online activities.  For some of the unit activities, you may need to post something 

on the Blog or take a quiz or complete a survey in Self-Assessment. Don't skip  these  

activities  because  they  will  help  you  to  complete  the  assignments  and activities for the 

module. 

http://www.unisa.ac.za/
http://www.unisa.ac.za/
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We hope that this system will help you to succeed in this online module by giving you extra ways 

to study the materials and practice with all of the activities and assignments. At the same time, 

you MUST go online in order to complete the activities and assignments on time and to get the 

most from the online course. 

Remember, the printed support materials are a back-up to everything that is found online, on 

myUnisa. There are no extra things there. In other words, you should NOT wait for the Printed 

support materials to arrive to start studying. 

 

4.1 Prescribed books 

The following book is prescribed for this module: 

Van der Westhuizen, Ernst. J. 2016. (1st edition). Human resource management in Government: 

A South African perspective on theories, politics and processes. Lansdowne: Juta. 

 

Please consult the list of official booksellers and their addresses in Study @ Unisa. Enquiries 

regarding any problems with the provision of prescribed books should be directed to the following 

e-mail address: 

vospresc@unisa.ac.za 

 

4.2 Recommended books 

The following books are recommended for this module: 

Berman, E.M, Bowman, J.S., West, J.P. & Van Wart, M.R. 2010. Human resource management 

in public service: paradoxes, processes and problems. London: Sage. 

Condrey, S.E. 2010. Handbook of human resource management in government. San Francisco: 

Jossey-Bass. 

Limited stocks of the recommended books are available in the Library. However, the books may 

be requested from the Unisa Library and you should use them when working on your 

assignments. The recommended book can usually be found in the Study Collection section in 

the Library. For library service request procedures, please consult Study @ Unisa brochure. 

 

4.3 Electronic Reserves (e-Reserves) 

A list of periodical articles has been placed on E-reserves to assist you in the preparation of your 

assignments. They can be downloaded from the library’s catalogue at http://oasis.unisa.ac.za. 

Under search options, click on Course code search and type in your course code, for example 

PUB3702. Click on the Electronic reserves for the current year. The articles are available in PDF 

mailto:vospresc@unisa.ac.za
http://oasis.unisa.ac.za/
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format. A list of these articles appears at the end of this tutorial letter. 

Consult Study @ Unisa for information regarding Library requests and other Library 

services and procedures. For more information, please consult the Unisa Library website at 

http://www.unisa.ac.za/library.  

It is important to note that as a student it is your responsibility to enrich your studies by reading 

as extensively as possible and to use other sources to supplement the prescribed textbook. 

Periodical articles can also be used as sources of information when answering your assignment 

and examination questions. Please remember to always acknowledge your information sources. 

 

4.4 Additional sources 

Consult Study @ Unisa for information regarding library requests and other Library services 

and procedures. You are also be referred to the Unisa Library website at 

http://www.unisa.ac.za/library.  

Remember, as a Unisa learner you have access to an excellent journal collection in the Library. 

You are required to consult the various subject journals on public human resource management 

(and other journals relevant to the field) in order to produce assignments of a high standard and 

to thoroughly prepare for the examination. Consult the following periodical articles on human 

resource management which are published regularly: 

 Employee Relations: The International Journal (URL:  http://0- 
www.emeraldinsight.com.oasis.unisa.ac.za/0142-5455.htm) 

 Human Resource Management (URL:  http://0- 
onlinelibrary.wiley.com.oasis.unisa.ac.za/journal/10.1002/%28ISSN%291099-050X) 

 International Journal of Human Resource Management (URL:  http://0- 
www.tandfonline.com.oasis.unisa.ac.za/openurl?genre=journal&eissn=1466-4399) 

 International Journal of Public Sector Management (URL:  http://0- 
www.emeraldinsight.com.oasis.unisa.ac.za/0951-3558.htm) 

 International Public Management Journal (URL:  http://0- 
www.tandfonline.com.oasis.unisa.ac.za/openurl?genre=journal&eissn=1559-3169) 

 Journal of Labor Research (URL:  http://0- 
search.ebscohost.com.oasis.unisa.ac.za/login.aspx?direct=true&db=bth&jid=JLR&site=e 
host-live) 

 Journal of Public Administration (URL:  http://0- 
search.sabinet.co.za.oasis.unisa.ac.za/WebZ/Authorize?sessionid=0&next=ej/ej_content 

_jpad.html&bad=error/authofail.html) 

 Labor Studies Journal (URL:  http://0-intl-lsj.sagepub.com.oasis.unisa.ac.za/) 

 People Management (URL:  http://0- 
search.ebscohost.com.oasis.unisa.ac.za/login.aspx?direct=true&db=bth&jid=1QM&site= 

ehost-live) 

 Personnel Review (URL:  http://0-www.emeraldinsight.com.oasis.unisa.ac.za/0048- 

3486.htm) 

 Public Management Review (URL:  http://0- 
www.tandfonline.com.oasis.unisa.ac.za/openurl?genre=journal&eissn=1471-9045) 

http://www.unisa.ac.za/library
http://www.unisa.ac.za/library
http://0-www.emeraldinsight.com.oasis.unisa.ac.za/0142-5455.htm
http://0-www.emeraldinsight.com.oasis.unisa.ac.za/0142-5455.htm
http://0-www.emeraldinsight.com.oasis.unisa.ac.za/0142-5455.htm
http://0-onlinelibrary.wiley.com.oasis.unisa.ac.za/journal/10.1002/%28ISSN%291099-050X
http://0-onlinelibrary.wiley.com.oasis.unisa.ac.za/journal/10.1002/%28ISSN%291099-050X
http://0-onlinelibrary.wiley.com.oasis.unisa.ac.za/journal/10.1002/%28ISSN%291099-050X
http://0-www.tandfonline.com.oasis.unisa.ac.za/openurl?genre=journal&amp;eissn=1466-4399
http://0-www.tandfonline.com.oasis.unisa.ac.za/openurl?genre=journal&amp;eissn=1466-4399
http://0-www.tandfonline.com.oasis.unisa.ac.za/openurl?genre=journal&amp;eissn=1466-4399
http://0-www.emeraldinsight.com.oasis.unisa.ac.za/0951-3558.htm
http://0-www.emeraldinsight.com.oasis.unisa.ac.za/0951-3558.htm
http://0-www.emeraldinsight.com.oasis.unisa.ac.za/0951-3558.htm
http://0-www.tandfonline.com.oasis.unisa.ac.za/openurl?genre=journal&amp;eissn=1559-3169
http://0-www.tandfonline.com.oasis.unisa.ac.za/openurl?genre=journal&amp;eissn=1559-3169
http://0-www.tandfonline.com.oasis.unisa.ac.za/openurl?genre=journal&amp;eissn=1559-3169
http://0-search.ebscohost.com.oasis.unisa.ac.za/login.aspx?direct=true&amp;db=bth&amp;jid=JLR&amp;site=ehost-live
http://0-search.ebscohost.com.oasis.unisa.ac.za/login.aspx?direct=true&amp;db=bth&amp;jid=JLR&amp;site=ehost-live
http://0-search.ebscohost.com.oasis.unisa.ac.za/login.aspx?direct=true&amp;db=bth&amp;jid=JLR&amp;site=ehost-live
http://0-search.ebscohost.com.oasis.unisa.ac.za/login.aspx?direct=true&amp;db=bth&amp;jid=JLR&amp;site=ehost-live
http://0-search.ebscohost.com.oasis.unisa.ac.za/login.aspx?direct=true&amp;db=bth&amp;jid=JLR&amp;site=ehost-live
http://0-/
http://0-/
http://0-intl-lsj.sagepub.com.oasis.unisa.ac.za/
http://0-search.ebscohost.com.oasis.unisa.ac.za/login.aspx?direct=true&amp;db=bth&amp;jid=1QM&amp;site=ehost-live
http://0-search.ebscohost.com.oasis.unisa.ac.za/login.aspx?direct=true&amp;db=bth&amp;jid=1QM&amp;site=ehost-live
http://0-search.ebscohost.com.oasis.unisa.ac.za/login.aspx?direct=true&amp;db=bth&amp;jid=1QM&amp;site=ehost-live
http://0-search.ebscohost.com.oasis.unisa.ac.za/login.aspx?direct=true&amp;db=bth&amp;jid=1QM&amp;site=ehost-live
http://0-www.emeraldinsight.com.oasis.unisa.ac.za/0048-3486.htm
http://0-www.emeraldinsight.com.oasis.unisa.ac.za/0048-3486.htm
http://0-/
http://0-/
http://www.tandfonline.com.oasis.unisa.ac.za/openurl?genre=journal&eissn=1471-9045)
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 Public Personnel Management (URL:  http://0- 
search.ebscohost.com.oasis.unisa.ac.za/login.aspx?direct=true&db=bth&jid=PPM&site= 
ehost-live) 

 Review of Public Personnel Administration (URL:  http://0-intl- 
rop.sagepub.com.oasis.unisa.ac.za/) 

 SA Journal of Human Resource Management (URL:  http://0- 
search.sabinet.co.za.oasis.unisa.ac.za/WebZ/Authorize?sessionid=0&next=ej/ej_content 

_sajhrm.html&bad=error/authofail.html) 

 South African Journal of Labour Relations (URL:  http://0- 
search.sabinet.co.za.oasis.unisa.ac.za/WebZ/Authorize?sessionid=0&next=ej/ej_content 

_labour.html&bad=error/authofail.html) 

 

Internet Sources 

 

There is no doubt that close contact between learners and lecturers at undergraduate level 

strengthens the learning experience. At Unisa, however, this is not always possible. We, 

therefore, recommend that you make use of the Internet to obtain additional information about 

the module. The following internet addresses are some of the most well-known addresses where 

information can be found on Public Human Resource Management: 

SA newspapers on-line: http://www.onlinenewspapers.com 

Private Owned website on policy, law, economic, and politics: http://www.polity.org.za/ 

SA government departments/ policies and documents:  http://www.gov.za 

 

South African government and related resources 

http://www.gov.za 

http://www.info.gov.za/aboutgovt/dept.htm 

http://www.dpsa.gov.za 

http://www.psc.gov.za 

http://www.sabpp.co.za 

 
 

General 

http://www.aapam.org 

http://www.amdin.org 

http://www.unpan1.un.org 

http://www.iabpad.com 

http://www.hsrc.ac.za 

http:/www.ilo.org 

http://www.ipma-hr.org 

http://www.nispa.sk 

http://www.soc.kuleaven.be 

http://0-search.ebscohost.com.oasis.unisa.ac.za/login.aspx?direct=true&amp;db=bth&amp;jid=PPM&amp;site=ehost-live
http://0-search.ebscohost.com.oasis.unisa.ac.za/login.aspx?direct=true&amp;db=bth&amp;jid=PPM&amp;site=ehost-live
http://0-search.ebscohost.com.oasis.unisa.ac.za/login.aspx?direct=true&amp;db=bth&amp;jid=PPM&amp;site=ehost-live
http://0-search.ebscohost.com.oasis.unisa.ac.za/login.aspx?direct=true&amp;db=bth&amp;jid=PPM&amp;site=ehost-live
http://0-search.ebscohost.com.oasis.unisa.ac.za/login.aspx?direct=true&amp;db=bth&amp;jid=PPM&amp;site=ehost-live
http://0-intl-rop.sagepub.com.oasis.unisa.ac.za/
http://0-intl-rop.sagepub.com.oasis.unisa.ac.za/
http://0-intl-rop.sagepub.com.oasis.unisa.ac.za/
http://0-/
http://0-/
http://0-/
http://0-/
http://www.onlinenewspapers.com/
http://www.polity.org.za/
http://www.gov.za/
http://www.gov.za/
http://www.gov.za/
http://www.info.gov.za/aboutgovt/dept.htm
http://www.info.gov.za/aboutgovt/dept.htm
http://www.dpsa.gov.za/
http://www.dpsa.gov.za/
http://www.psc.gov.za/
http://www.psc.gov.za/
http://www.sabpp.co.za/
http://www.aapam.org/
http://www.aapam.org/
http://www.amdin.org/
http://www.amdin.org/
http://www.unpan1.un.org/
http://www.unpan1.un.org/
http://www.iabpad.com/
http://www.iabpad.com/
http://www.hsrc.ac.za/
http://www.hsrc.ac.za/
http://ilo.org/
http://ilo.org/
http://www.ipma-hr.org/
http://www.ipma-hr.org/
http://www.nispa.sk/
http://www.nispa.sk/
http://www.soc.kuleaven.be/
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5. STUDENT SUPPORT SERVICES FOR THE MODULE 

Studying online requires particular skills of you as a student. We will deal with this matter in the 

following paragraphs.  

 

5.1 What it means to study fully online? 

These modules are taught fully online – this means that it is totally different from some of your 

other modules at Unisa. 

 This means that all your study materials and learning activities are designed to be 

online, on myUnisa. Even though we give you a printed copy to support your studies, the 

module is designed for online. 

 This means that all of your assignments must be submitted online. It means that you 

can do all your activities and submit all your assignments on myUnisa in the required format. 

 This means that all of the communication between yourself and the university also 

happens online – by email, in Discussions and through Questions and Answers. You 

can use all of these ways to ask questions and contact your lecturers. This also means that 

your lecturers will communicate with you in the same way – through emails, with 

Announcements, in Discussions and with Questions and Answers. 

 

5.2 The myUnisa tools you will use 

The purpose of the myUnisa is to support your learning, more specifically in the online 

environment. If you make a regular habit of checking your module webpage, you can take full 

advantage of the following features: 

 The Official Study Material tool where you will find PDF files for your tutorial letters and 

your study guide, if available. Any other documents provided by your lecturer will be available 

in the Additional Resources tool. 

 You should look in the Prescribed Books tool to see if there are any prescribed texts for this 

module. 

 The Discussion Forums tool wherein you will find a topic called General Subject- Related 

Discussions, is a space for you to talk with your fellow students about this course. The 

lecturers may include other topics and forums for you. 

 The Schedule tool will show your official assignment and examination dates. 

 

Other things you might find in your module webpage, include 

 Announcements: Your lecturer may use the Announcements tool to inform you about 

special meetings, local conferences, or important course-related issues. When they put an 

announcement, you may also receive an email reminding you to check the website. 
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 Learning Units: Valuable information about the structure of the course has been added 

under Learning Units. 

 Glossary: For additional support, we provided you with a glossary with many of the key 

concepts and terms. 

 FAQs: Frequently asked questions that relate to the content of the course as well as the 

scope of the exam, have been added. You will find the frequently asked questions under 

FAQs. 

 Assignments: The assignments will be routed to your lecturer who will mark it. You may be 

given a form to fill in or type a document, but it depends on the assignment. 

 You can also ask questions with the Questions and Answers tool. If it is a good question 

for everybody, your lecturer may publish it for the whole group. 

As your Lecturers we hope that you will take full advantage of these additional features to make 

your studies more exciting and successful. 

 

5.3 Tutorial offerings 

Please be informed that, with effect from 2013, UNISA offers online tutorials (e-tutoring) to 

students registered for modules at National Qualification Framework (NQF) levels 5, 6 and 7, 

which means qualifying first year, second year and third year modules. 

Once you have registered for a qualifying module, you will be allocated to a group of students 

with whom you will be interacting during the tuition period as well as an e-tutor who will be your 

tutorial facilitator. Thereafter you will receive an SMS informing you about your group, the name 

of your e-tutor and instructions on how to log onto the myUnisa to receive further information on 

the e-tutoring process. 

Online tutorials are conducted by qualified e-tutors who are appointed by Unisa and are offered 

free of charge. All you need to be able to participate in e-tutoring, is a computer with internet 

connection. If you live close to a Unisa Regional Centre or a Telecentre contracted with Unisa, 

please feel free to visit any of these to access the internet. e-Tutoring takes place on the myUnisa 

where you are expected to connect with other students in your allocated group. It is the role of 

the e-tutor to guide you through your study material during this interaction process. For you to 

get the most out of online tutoring, you need to participate in the online discussions that the e-

tutor will be facilitating. 

There are modules which students have been found to repeatedly fail, these modules are 

allocated face-to-face tutors and tutorials for these modules take place at the Unisa Regional 

Centres. These tutorials are also offered free of charge, however, it is important for you to register 

at your nearest Unisa Regional Centre to secure attendance of these classes. 

 

5.4 Study groups  

Many students have found that they benefit immensely from joining a study group consisting of 
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students that are all enrolled for the same module(s). If you would like to find out whether there 

are other students near you who are also doing this module, please phone the Department of 

Student Admission and Registration. Alternatively, ask your fellow to join your group via the 

myUnisa discussion forum. 

 

Please note: students are only allowed to submit their own work for assignments. No 

group efforts will be accepted.  

 

 

6. MODULE-SPECIFIC STUDY PLAN 

As a student studying through an ODL institution ((“open distance learning”), you are at  liberty 

to plan your studies in the way that best suits your needs. Therefore, the information presented 

below serves merely as a guideline and is not meant to be prescriptive. This guideline simply 

outlines the workload and may be regarded as a framework for developing your own study plan 

for this module. Take note that a semester is often very short, so start studying as soon as you 

receive your study material. 

You need to spend roughly between four and eight hours of study time per week on each module. 

The table that follows can be used as a guideline for planning your study for this subject. We 

work on the principle that an assignment submitted by post will take seven working days to reach 

us. If you submit your assignment online then you could submit it on the closing date, allowing 

you additional study time.  

 

DATE 

(Weeks) 
POSSIBLE PROGRAMME 

TICK 

COMPLETED 

TASKS (√) 

 1st Semester   

30 Jan - 10 Feb  Receive study material. Read through Tutorial 

Letter 101. Start reading through the study 

guide and relevant literature. 

 

13 - 24 Feb  Continue reading through your study and 

relevant literature. 

 

27 Feb - 4 March 

 

Read through your study guide in preparation 

for assignment 01 

 

6 - 14 March  Do assignment 01 and submit to the university  

►14 March Due date for assignment 01  

20 March - 7 April Do assignment 02 and submit to the university  
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DATE 

(Weeks) 
POSSIBLE PROGRAMME 

TICK 

COMPLETED 

TASKS (√) 

 

►11 April Due date for assignment 02  

24 - 28 April  Complete reading through your study guide     

2 - 12 May  Revise and prepare for the May/June 

examination  

 

May/June  Write examination. 

Please take note all your study material is 

electronically available on MyUnisa 

 

 2nd Semester   

3 - 14 July  Receive study material. Read through Tutorial 

Letter 101. Start reading through the study 

guide and relevant literature 

 

17 - 21 July  Continue reading through your study guide and 

relevant literature 

 

24 July - 4 Aug 

 

Read through your study guide in preparation 

for assignment 01 

 

7 - 25 Aug  Do assignment 02 and submit to the university  

►29 August Due date for assignment 01  

31 Aug - 19 Sept  Do assignment 02 and submit to the university  

►19 Sept  Due date for assignment 02  

21 Sept - 6 Oct 

 

Revise and prepare for the Oct/ Nov 

examination  

 

Oct/Nov Write examination 

Please take note that all your study material is 

electronically available on MyUnisa 

 

 

Use your Study @ Unisa brochure for guidelines on general time management and planning. 
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7. MODULE PRACTICAL WORK AND WORK-INTEGRATED LEARNING 

There are no practicals for this module. 

 

8. ASSESSMENT 

All assessment activities during the year will be based on the following assessment plan. 

 

8.1 Assessment plan 

The assessment process followed in this module is based on Unisa’s assessment policy which 

is accessible on the Unisa website. 

Purpose of assessment 

The purpose of the assessment interventions (assignments and examination) is to determine 

learners’ scientific and practical competence. Learners’ ability to demonstrate a fundamental 

knowledge and an understanding of human resource management, and have an improved 

insight into the practical application of the study field is assessed. 

Assessment method 

The assessment plan is based on two formative assessment interventions, namely ONE 

compulsory multiple-choice assignment and ONE compulsory essay-type assignment and ONE 

compulsory summative assessment intervention, namely the examination.  

Compulsory assignments 

The submission of both compulsory assignments and the marks earned will be relevant as it will 

prove that you are an active student and will therefore earn you admission to the examination. 

Admission to the examination will be obtained by submitting one (any one) of the two 

assignments. You will undoubtedly realise the importance of commencing your study programme 

in good time so that you can obtain admission to the examination and earn a good year mark. 

Persons involved in the assessment process 

Three different assessors are involved in the assessment process, namely the learner, the 

lecturer and the external assessor. 

(a) Learner 

In the case of the formative interventions the learner has the primary responsibility for the 

success of the assignments. In other words, the learner is encouraged to become an 

independent learner and has to check (self-assess) the contents of the assignment before it is 

submitted for assessment. This is done by comparing it against the criteria of the checklist. The 

checklist is available on the PUB3702 module site on myUnisa. 
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(b) Lecturer 

The formative and summative interventions will be assessed by appropriately qualified and 

trained lecturing staff or marking staff. All the staff members involved in the assessment process 

have completed the required assessor training successfully. The marking staff assesses the 

assignments according to the learning outcomes and assessment criteria set out in the study 

material (this tutorial letter, the study guide and prescribed book). 

(c) External assessor 

The summative intervention will also be assessed by an appropriately qualified academic outside 

the University. 

General remarks 

The first compulsory assignment (number 01), must be submitted on or before the due date. 

Make sure that it is marked as "01". 

The second compulsory assignment (number 02), must be submitted on or before the due date. 

Make sure that it is marked as "02. 

It is in your own interest to retain a copy of proof that both compulsory assignments were 

submitted so that you can produce this in the event that there should afterwards be any dispute 

concerning whether or not the assignment was received. 

A semester mark of 20% will contribute to your final mark. This semester mark will be based on 

both assignment 1 and assignment 2 and will be calculated as discussed in section 9.1 below. 

NOTE: Enquiries about assignments must be addressed to assign@unisa.ac.za.  

 

8.2 General assignment numbers 

The following are the unique numbers and the due dates for the compulsory assignments. 

 

8.2.1 Unique assignment numbers and the due dates for the first semester 

 

UNIQUE ASSIGNMENT NUMBER DUE DATE 

870260 Assignment No. 01: 14 March  

596128 Assignment No. 02:  11 April  

 

 

mailto:assign@unisa.ac.za
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8.2.2 Unique assignment numbers and the due dates for the second semester 

 

UNIQUE ASSIGNMENT NUMBER DUE DATE 

775479 Assignment No. 01: 29 August  

783247 Assignment No. 02:  19 September  

 

8.3 Submission of assignments 

You may submit assignments electronically via myUnisa.  We would like to encourage you to 

submit your assignment in a PDF format online on myUnisa, since this is an online module. 

(a) How to answer multiple-choice questions 

Multiple-choice assignments are assignments where you have to choose the best answer from 

several options that are given in the question. These assignments are done on a mark-reading 

sheet, which is then posted to the university and are marked by means of a computer. The 

multiple choice questions are based on the contents of the study guide and prescribed book. 

MCQ assignments may be submitted in one of three ways: either via the Internet using myUnisa 

or via cellular phone or by means of a mark reading card. 

To submit an assignment via myUnisa: 

 Go to myUnisa at https://my.unisa.ac.za.  

 Log in with your student number and password. 

 Select the module. 

 Click on assignments in the left-hand menu. 

 Click on the assignment number you want to submit. 

 Follow the instructions on the screen. 

 

To submit an assignment by means of an SMS from your cellular phone: 

 Download and install the Unisa Mobile application from https://my.unisa.ac.za/portal/pda.   

 Install and start the application on your phone. 

 Select the “MCQ Assignment” option. 

 Login with your myUnisa credentials. 

 Select your module. 

 Select the appropriate unique assignment number. 

 Select appropriate answers to the assignment questions. 

 Send your answers. 

 Receive immediate onscreen confirmation. 

Only if you do not have access to the Internet should you submit your assignment by means of 

https://my.unisa.ac.za/
https://my.unisa.ac.za/portal/pda
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a mark-reading sheet and mail it to Unisa. If you are using a mark-reading sheet, remember to: 

 Use an HB pencil. 

 Indicate your student number and the above-mentioned unique number on the mark- reading 

sheet. 

 Follow the instructions for completing mark-reading sheets. Incomplete mark-reading sheets 

will be returned to you unmarked. 

 Submit the assignment in good time. It must have reached the Unisa Main Campus by the 

above-mentioned date. Otherwise it might not be in time to be marked by the Assignment 

Section. 

 

(b) Ethical behaviour as a student 

The Department of Public Administration and Management places great emphasis upon integrity 

and ethical conduct in the preparation of assignments. We believe that an understanding of the 

vital importance of responsibility and professionalism in this regard is part of what a university 

education should provide. It is very important to us that all our students know how secondary 

material should be used and what the scholarly method of presenting and acknowledging 

references is. If you copy something out of a book or an article or from a website without 

acknowledging the source and pass it off as your own, you will be guilty of plagiarism. 

Assignments in which plagiarism (the unacknowledged use of secondary material) can be 

demonstrated will undoubtedly fail and will in all likelihood be given 0%. In effect, you are stealing 

something that belongs to someone else. If you paraphrase this material (i.e. change the wording 

slightly) or use a line of argument without acknowledging it, that also constitutes plagiarism and 

the same severe penalty will apply. If you make yourself guilty of plagiarism it is regarded as 

serious form of misconduct. The procedure in the case of a complaint of misconduct is clearly 

stipulated in the Student Disciplinary Code. For detailed information regarding these procedures, 

see Study @ Unisa. 

8.4 Assignment topics 

The assignment questions are available on myUnisa under FAQs. There are two multiple-choice 

assignments and one self-evaluation essay-type assignment set for this module. 

INSTRUCTIONS: 

(1) Write the correct unique assignment number in the six blocks provided on the mark reading 
sheet. 

(2) Write the ordinary assignment number (01) in the two blocks provided on the mark reading 
sheet. 

(3) Consult Study @ Unisa for an example of how a computer mark-reading sheet should be 
filled in. 

(4) If you do not follow these instructions, the computer will reject your answer sheet and it will 
be returned to you unmarked. Also consult: Study @ Unisa when you answer multiple-
choice assignments. 
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ASSIGNMENT 01  

(SEMESTER 1) 

 

MULTIPLE-CHOICE QUESTIONS (COMPULSORY ASSIGNMENT) 

 

UNIQUE ASSIGNMENT NUMBER: 870260 

 

DATE OF SUBMISSION: 14 MARCH  

  

 

QUESTIONS 

For each of the following questions, select the correct alternative: 

1. One of the key elements of the White Paper on the Transformation of the Public 
Service of 1995 involved the restructuring and rationalisation of the public service. 
“Downsizing” was instrumental in reaching the objectives of restructuring and 
rationalisation. Which of the following is regarded as the foundation of 
downsizing? 

1) Proportioning of structures to critical work areas so that optimal service can be 

achieved.  

2) Being efficient; ensuring goal achievement; mobilising resources.  
3) An effort to get rid of redundant staff with the aid of retirement packages.  

4) Doing things the right way; doing the right things; improving the quality of life of 

employees.    

 

2. It is important that a holistic approach to human resource management is followed 
when workforce planning is done in the public sector. This involves the inclusion of 
different activities to ensure alignment to the institution’s strategy. Which of the 
following is not regarded as such an activity? 

1) Talent acquisition. 

2) Compensation.  

3) Performance management. 

4) Learning and development.  
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3. An important human resource-related responsibility of the line function manager in 
the public sector is to ... 

1) Develop recruitment procedures. 

2) Monitor the successes and failures of training. 

3) Keep record of written warnings that were issued to an employee.  

4) Advise personnel on the technique of interviewing. 

 

4. The least likely human resource management outcome derived from the 1996 
Constitution, includes the following ...   

1) Applying ethical principles. 

2) Establishing ethnicity.  

3) Promoting fairness. 

4) Encouraging accessibility.  

 

5. Which one of the following activities would more likely be done by the human 
resource office during a period of low economic growth? 

1) Promotions can be made more freely. 

2) Paying of high salaries. 

3) More involvement in trade union activities.  

4) Allocation of company cars.  

 

6.  The term “public” in the concept of public sector human resource management 
implies different things to different people and is not so easy to explain. The least 
likely explanation of the term “public” implies the following: 

(1) It takes place in the public eye – “goldfish bowl.” 

(2) It is placed under three masters – politicians; political managers; judiciary. 

(3) It promotes the public interest. 

(4) It reflects the constitutional authority of the legislature.  

 

7. People skills are required from human resource managers to work effectively with 
fellow workers in the public workplace. To achieve this, it is expected of them to do 
the following, EXCEPT FOR. 

1) Applying specialised human resource management techniques and procedures.   

2) Explaining the role of newcomers where employment has been assumed. 

3) Using formal instructions (management manuals) of the Department of Public Service 

and Administration to issue instructions to staff to execute these instructions (downward 

communication). 

4) Writing a memorandum to management for possible adjustments to human resource 

policy (upward communication).  
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8. HR offices have two basic obligations (roles): service to line management and 
control of organisational behaviour. Which of the following is not regarded as a key 
role of the human resource manager? 

1) Planner (establishing institutional objectives) and developer (developing training 

programmes).  

2) Policy developer (outlining policy guidelines) and advisor (participation in broader 

corporate issues of the institution). 

3) Champion (expert in the field) and investigator (investigate, monitor and evaluate the 

effectiveness of implementation of HR policies). 

4) Disseminator (generate speedy accessibility and accuracy of HR information) and 

strategist (‘human capital management’ - backing up the strategic mission of the 

institution). 

 

9. The least likely human resource management outcome derived from the 1996 
Constitution, includes the following ...   

1) increasing professionalism.  

2) promoting fairness. 

3) establishing ethnicity.  

4) demonstrating accountability. 

 

10. Basically, human resource specialists are confronted with the following scenarios in 
the supply and demand of employees in the public sector, EXCEPT FOR. 

1) Supply = demand. 

2) Supply < demand. 

3) Supply ≥ demand.   

4) Supply > demand.  

 

11. Which one of the following scenarios is not associated with direct discrimination in 
the public sector workplace? 

1) The appointment of mainly elderly people to posts dealing with the administration of 

aviation licenses. 

2) A job description which excludes handicapped people from a particular job.  

3) Hiring a person to clean the windows of the human resource office and it is stipulated 

that candidates should be two metres tall.  

4) Preferential treatment of Indian people in the filling of posts. 

 

12. All of the following are status rewards that public sector employers can use to 
influence employee behaviour, EXCEPT FOR. 

1) Praise.  

2) Office furnishings.  

3) Assigned parking. 
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4) Own secretary. 

 

13. Which question should not be asked during an interview with a potential 
candidate? 

1) “What are your future plans in the workplace?” 

2) “Are you prepared to work on a public holiday?” 

3) “Do you have any plans for having children?”  

4) “What were your duties and responsibilities at your previous employer?” 

 

14. The human resource system used in government is expressed mainly by the laws, 
regulations and other policy documents such as white papers to govern 
employment. The choice of a particular system has a direct effect on responsibility, 
accountability and responsiveness. All of the following are such laws and 
regulations, EXCEPT FOR. 

1) White Paper on Affirmative Action in the Public Service of 1998.   

2) Public Service Act 103 of 1994. 

3) Public Finance Management Act 1 of 1999.   

4) White Paper on Human Resource Management in the Public Service of 1997. 

 

15, Which one of the following options is not considered as a direct functional 
responsibility of the human resource office? 

1) Development of operational human resource policy. 

2) Conduct of informal disciplinary interviews with engineers.  

3) Development of disciplinary procedures. 

4) Termination of the services of employees. 

    

16. Which human resource activities form a universal combination with each other to 
contribute to the institution’s strategy? 

1) Talent acquisition, engagement and retention, performance management, succession 

management, learning and development.  

2) Recruitment, succession planning, training, selection, compensation. 

3) Performance management, engagement, learning, strategising, dismissals. 

4) Interviewing, retention, termination, career management, succession management    

 

17. Public service systems may be organised in any number of ways. Which one of the 
following options is not regarded as a typical structure in this regard? 

1) Strategic model.   

2) Commission model. 

3) Executive human resource office model. 

4) Policy-making model. 
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18. Which one of the following is regarded as an external factor influencing recruitment 
in the public sector? 

1) Strategic plan of the institution. 

2) Government policy. 

3) Vision of the institution. 

4) Trade unions.   

 

19. Which of the following is not regarded as important to value diversity in the public 
workplace? 

1) Communicate diversity issues.  

2) Calculate diversity inputs.  

3) Cultivate diversity among new employees. 

4) Capitalise on diversity. 

 

20. There are various external factors that can influence the compensation policy of 
government institutions. One of these external forces is the following: 

1) Job requirements – for example, the average skill levels such as it should make 

provision for the input of employee associations. 

2) Cultural values such as sensitivity to females. 

3) Employee needs such as pay and rewards. 

4) The 1996 Constitution.   
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Describe the key role of resources in the public sector to guide the human resource 

management function optimally. 

The essay-type assignment must indicate that you are able to undertake research on your own, 
and the results of your research must be presented in a scientific manner.   Wherever possible, 
you should relate your answers to your own work situation. It should be clear from your 
assignment that you have consulted various sources. You are expected to consult at least ten 
sources (including a combination of primary and secondary sources) for every assignment you 
are doing in this module. 

 
NB: Read Tutorial Letter PASALLP/301 for guidance on the technical requirements for essay-
type assignments. Please note that the length of the assignment answer should be restricted 
to a maximum of 8 typed pages (1½ spacing) excluding the title page, table of contents and 
list of sources.  
 
 
IMPORTANT NOTE: 
 
This assignment must be submitted in electronic format (PDF)!!! 

 
 

 

 

 

ASSIGNMENT 01 

(SEMESTER 2) 

 

MULTIPLE-CHOICE QUESTIONS (COMPULSORY ASSIGNMENT) 

 

UNIQUE ASSIGNMENT NUMBER: 775479 

 

DATE OF SUBMISSION:  29 AUGUST  

  

 

For each of the following questions, select the correct alternative.  
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QUESTIONS 

1. The public sector is globally under increasing pressure to demonstrate success in 

terms of service delivery, institutional performance and effectively promoting the 

public interest. Different criteria can be used to measuring success. Which one of 

the following does not form part of these criteria?  

1) Doing the right things. 

2) Doing things in the right way.  

3) Doing things according to institutional strategies and objectives.  

4) Doing things at the ‘lowest cost’ (affordable rate). 

 

2. Which of the following represents a conceptual skill performed by a public human 

resource manager? 

1) taking rational and informed decisions.   

2) working out well-conceived plans in collaboration with customers. 

3) communicating successfully with employees. 

4) applying specialised human resource management techniques and procedures. 

 

3. Human resource managers have two basic functions: overseeing services to line 

management and control of organisational behaviour. These obligations are 

performed at strategic and tactical level. Which one of the following is categorized 

as such a function? 

1) (2) and (3).  

2) Employment matters that require institution-wide consistency of policy and practice.  

3) Designing and re-designing plans and procedures regarding the application of new 

legislation. 

4) More involvement in trade union activities.  

 

4. There are many different reasons why human resources are regarded as one of the 

most important resources in a public institution. Which one of the following is not 

regarded as such a reason: 

1) Ensure the entrance of more professional careers into the public sector. 

2) Managing of people in terms of their individual needs. 

3) Compiling of a comprehensive human resource plan to increase successful service 

delivery.   

4) Training of its employees effectively to ensure higher productivity levels among staff.      

 

5. The choice of a particular government system has an obvious effect on the 

responsibility levels of human resource specialists. These responsibilities include 

all, EXCEPT for. 
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1) Providing in the needs and meet the demands and expectations of clients of the HR 
office. 

2) Ensuring that the objectives of the public institution where he/she works are achieved 
as effectively and efficiently as possible. 

3) Increasing professionalism and demonstrating accountability.  

4) Ensuring compliance with the laws and regulations of the regulators. 

 

6. Which one of the following terms is not associated with the concept 

“representativeness” in the public sector? 

1)  Rightsizing.  

2)  Equality. 

3)  Affirmative action. 

4)  Black advancement. 

 

7. The shift to the e-learning learning paradigm provides for many 

advantages/benefits. Which one of the following options is regarded as a key 

advantage (most suitable) in this regard? 

1) Cross-disciplinary learning; interdepartmental collaboration; specified learning results. 

2) Shift of learning from the classroom to the workplace; external evaluation of learning; 

performance support networks.  

3) Self-paced learning; flexibility; instruction possible from remote sites.  

4) Self-motivation; previewing; personal development.   

 

8. Which of the following is not a form of unfair discrimination in public employment? 

1) Adverse impact. 

2) Seniority based on length of employment.   

3) Intentional discrimination. 

4) Unequal treatment. 

 

9. The efficiency of a human resource service refers to the extent to which a human 

resource office has achieved its aim, in other words that the “right techniques or 

methods” - have been used to complete a task: 

1) True.   

2) False. 

 

10. The task of determining policy is one of the most strategic management 

responsibilities in the field of human resources. It gives direction and enables the 

public manager to lead the institution to achievement of its objectives. Which one of 

the following is not regarded as a common policy making responsibility? 
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1) Advising immediate superiors on issues regarding the implementation of human 

resource policies. 

2) Knowing what powers of delegation are available.   

3) Keeping abreast of all policy measures that are contained in laws, regulations, White 

Papers, management guides and collective agreements. 

4) Applying corrective measures to advance gender equality.   

 

11. Which one of the following people was considered the leading protagonist of the 

discipline Public Administration/Public Human Resource Management? 

1) Frederick Taylor.  

2) Lillian Gilbreth. 

3) Henry Gantt. 

4) Woodrow Wilson.  

 

12. Which question should not be asked during an interview with a potential candidate? 

1) “What skills can you add to the workplace?” 

2) “Do you have any plans for marriage?”   

3)  “Are you prepared to work on a Saturday?” 

4) “What were your main tasks at your previous employer?”  

 

13. A skills audit in the public sector is best described as ... 

1) an attempt to change the knowledge, skills and behaviour of public officials in such a 
way that institutional objectives are achieved. 

2) an investigation which is undertaken to determine the actual skills of the current 
workforce in order to define the skills gaps and real skills requirements of a public sector 
institution.  

3) a process that provides data on the knowledge, skills and moral values of public 
employees. 

4) a long-term process that establishes quality assurance levels among public employees 
to ensure value-added skills. 

 

14. The recruitment process involves working through a series of stages.  Which one of 

the following options is not regarded as one of the stages (least suitable)? 

1) Defining the role. 

2) Creating a positive image.  

3) Attracting applications. 

4) Making the appointment.  

 

15. It is clear from the literature that no single human resource management model 

exists. However, a hybrid model has developed over time, taking the discipline 

forward through the various phases of development. This model relies heavily on the 
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assumption that workers are willing to contribute to the achievement of institutional 

objectives. Which one of the following writers was not prominent in the development 

of the hybrid model? 

1) Henry Fayol; Leonard d White.  

2) Victor Vroom; George Frederickson. 

3) David Rosenbloom; James Harter.  

4) Abraham Maslow; Frederick Herzberg.  

 

16. Which one of the following is not regarded as a common method of selection? 

1) Reviewing of biodata. 

2) Placing of advertisements in local newspapers. 

3) Interviewing of candidates. 

4) Reviewing letters of recommendation. 

 

17. Which of the following activities are least likely to be assigned to the human resource 

office? 

1) Publishing of the institutional newsletter.  

2) Undertaking job analysis. 

3) Conducting attitude surveys. 

4) Designing of employee wellness programmes.  

 

18. There are a number of elements to be considered when compiling a letter of 

employment. Which of the following is not a primary element? 

1) Remuneration; hours of work. 

2) Travel arrangements; overtime arrangements.  

3) Leave; medical benefits.  

4) Pension benefits; termination of services particulars. 

 

19. An overall written summary of task requirements is called a: 

1) Job evaluation. 

2) Job description.   

3) Job specification. 

4) Job analysis. 

 

20. The South African public sector thrives on a diverse workforce that is rich in 

culture and tradition. A significant challenge in the public sector is to manage three 

generations currently working in public sector? Which one of the following is not 

regarded as one of these generations? 
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1) Baby boomers. 

2) Generation Xers. 

3) Millennials. 

4) Nomadics.   

 

 

ASSIGNMENT 02  

(SEMESTER 2) 

 

ESSAY-TYPE  

 

UNIQUE ASSIGNMENT NUMBER:  783247 

 

DATE OF SUBMISSION:  19 SEPTEMBER  

 

ASSIGNMENT TOPIC:  

Discuss the various internal and external factors that influence recruitment in the public sector. 

The essay-type assignment must indicate that you are able to undertake research on your own, 
and the results of your research must be presented in a scientific manner.   Wherever possible, 
you should relate your answers to your own work situation. It should be clear from your 
assignment that you have consulted various sources. You are expected to consult at least ten 
sources (including a combination of primary and secondary sources) for every assignment you 
are doing in this module. 

 
NB: Read Tutorial Letter PASALLP/301 for guidance on the technical requirements for essay-
type assignments. Please note that the length of the assignment answer should be restricted 
to a maximum of 8 typed pages (1½ spacing) excluding the title page, table of contents and 
list of sources.  

 

IMPORTANT NOTE: 
 
This assignment must be submitted in electronic format (PDF)!!!  

9. EXAMINATION 

Use your Study @ Unisa brochure for general examination guidelines and examination 

preparation guidelines. 
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9.1 Examination admission 

The submission of both compulsory assignments and the mark earned will be relevant as it will 

prove that you are an active student and will therefore earn your admission to the examination. 

Admission will be obtained by submitting one (any one) of two assignments. Late submission of 

this assignment will result in you not being admitted to the examination. 

Semester mark calculation: 

NOTE: The sub-minimum to pass the examination is 40%. The final mark required to pass the 

module must be at least 50%.  

 
EXAMPLE: 
 
Semester mark calculation: 
 
50% of assignment 01 + 50% of assignment 02 = semester mark, for example: 
Mark obtained for assignment 01: 60% [50% of 60% = 30] 
Mark obtained for assignment 02: 80% [50% of 80% = 40] 
By adding the totals of the above calculations the semester mark is determined. In this instance,  
30 + 40 = 70%. 
 
Final mark calculation: 
 
20% of semester mark + 80% of examination mark = final mark, for example: 
Semester mark: 70% [20% of 70% = 14] 
Examination mark: 60% [80% of 60% = 48] 
By adding the totals of the above calculations the final mark is determined. In this instance, 
14 + 48 = 62%. 
 

 

9.2 Format of the examination paper 

We wish to mention at this stage that the PUB3702 examination will consist of a two-hour paper. 

Students will be given a choice of questions. 

THERE WILL BE FIVE (5) ESSAY TYPE QUESTIONS ASKED OF WHICH YOU MUST ANSWER 

ANY FOUR (4). Each question will count 25 marks, BUT may be subdivided, for example, 15 marks 

& 10 marks = 25. The examination in this module takes place during May/June (semester 1) or 

Oct/Nov (semester 2). The examination paper of a previous examination will be sent to you later in 

the semester. 

 

Please bear in mind that some of the questions will not be asked exactly in the same way as it 

appears at the end of each theme/study unit. Furthermore, to assist you in identifying the 

questions, the headings in the study guide were used in the formulation of the questions 

wherever possible. Owing to time limitations in the examinations, only sections of certain 

questions could be asked, while in other instances questions may be combined.  For this reason, 
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some questions may consist of more than one section. Questions will be asked from all the 

themes although not necessarily from each study unit.   For your convenience, the Official Study 

Material folder on myUnisa contains copies of previous examination papers so that you may get 

an idea of the format of the examination. 

 

In your preparation for the examination you should take note of the questions mentioned in Themes 
1, 2, 3 and 4 under the headings “Self-evaluation” in your study guide AND also the questions 
(“Self-evaluation questions”) at the end of chapters 1, 4, 6, 9 and 10 of the prescribed book. 
These questions serve as indications of the type of questions that may be asked in the examination. 
Please bear in mind that some of the questions will not be asked exactly in the same way as it 
appears at the end of the themes in your study guide and at the end of the chapters in the prescribed 
book. Further, the assignment topics should serve as a guideline when preparing for the 
examination.   

 

10. SOURCES CONSULTED 

Not applicable. 

 

11. CONCLUSION 

Do not hesitate to contact your lecturer by email if you are experiencing problems with the content 

of this tutorial letter or any aspect of the module. 

 

Enjoy the teaching and learning journey with us. 

 

Prof EJ van der Westhuizen 

(Module Leader)  

Telephone  : (012) 429-6246  

Email address : vdwesej@unisa.ac.za 

mailto:vdwesej@unisa.ac.za
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12. ADDENDUM 

 

ELECTRONIC RESERVES ARTICLE LIST 
 

First Author Year Title Journal/Publication Volume  Pages  

Jaouad 
Radouani 

2015 African Journal of Governance and 
Development - Morocco's job market policy 
over the last fifteen years : graduate 
recruitment in the public sector 

African Journal of Governance 
and Development 

4 27-37 

Andersen, L.B. (2012) Attracting public service motivated 
employees: how to design compensation 
packages. / L.B. Andersen 

International review of 
administrative sciences  

Vol. 78 
(4)  

p. 615-
641 

Chovwen, 
C.O. 

2014 Determinants of job hopping experience 
among private and public sector employees' 
turnover intention. 

IFE PsychologIA : An 
International Journal 

22 114-
124 

Waldner, C. (2012) Do public and private recruiters look for 
different employees? The role of public 
service motivation. / C. Waldner. 

International journal of public 
administration  

Vol. 35 
(1)  

p. 70-
79 

ONeil, 
Susanna M. 

(2012) Evaluating the internalisation of core values 
at a South African public service organisation 
/ S.M. ONeil. 

South African Journal of 
Human Resource Management  

Vol. 10 
(1) 

p. 1-14 

Grobler, A. 2016 Intention to quit as precursor of voluntary 
turnover : person-organisation fit and the 
psychological contract - a talent management 
quandary 

South African Journal of Labour 
Relation 

40 55 - 76 

Brewer, G.A. (2012) Introduction to a symposium on public service 
motivation: an international sampling of 
research / G.A. Brewer. 

International journal of public 
administration  

Vol. 35 
(1)  

p. 1-4 

Prasidh 
Ramson 

2016 Recruitment and retention strategies for 
public sector optometrists in KwaZulu-Natal 
Province, South Africa : original research 

African Vision and Eye Health 75 1 - 10 

Nthebe, K 2016 Rewards : a predictor of well-being and 
service quality of school principals in the 
North-West province : original research 

SA Journal of Human Resource 
Management 

14 1 - 11 

Waterhouse, J 
. 

(2012) Strategizing public sector human resource 
management: the implications of working in 
networks / J. Waterhouse. 

International journal of public 
administration  

Vol. 35 
(8)  

p. 562-
576 

Vinod, S 2014 Talent management among UAE national 
women 

Journal of Emerging Trends in 
Economics and Management 
Sciences, 

5 474 - 
479 

Van Rooyen, 
E.J. 

(2011) Talent management as a key imperative for 
leadership development / E.J. van Rooyen 

Journal of Public Administration  Vol.46 
(3) 

p. 
1039-
1054 

Rana, G . (2013) Talent management: a paradigm shift in 
Indian public sector / G. rana 

Strategic HR review  Vol. 12 
(4) 

p. 197-
202 

Singh, A. (2012) Talent management: a research based case 
study in the GCC Region / A. Singh. 

International journal of 
business & management  

Vol. 7 
(24)  

p. 94-
107 
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Makhuzeni, 
Boitomelo 

2015 The effect of a total rewards strategy on 
school teachers' retention : original research 

SA Journal of Human Resource 
Management 

13 1 - 10 

Joo, B-K (2013) The effects of learning goal orientation, 
developmental needs awareness and self-
directed learning on career satisfaction in the 
Korean public sector / B-K Joo. 

Human resource development 
international . 

Vol. 16 
(3)  

p. 313-
329 

Shammot, MM 2014 The role of human resources management 
practices represented by employee's 
recruitment and training and motivating in 
realization competitive advantage 

The Retail and Marketing 
Review 

10 18 - 37 

Glenn, T. (2012 
) 

The state of talent management in Canadas 
public sector / T. Glenn. 

Canadian public administration 
. 

Vol. 55 
(1)  

p. 25-
51 

 


